INTRODUCTION
That intellectual assets-whether protected or not-are of growing importance in evolving economies is practically unassailable.
1 Unfortunately, getting that message across to members of those economies might prove difficult. This chapter takes a groundlevel look at one law school's attempt to aid an evolving economy through entrepreneurial legal assistance. The West Virginia University Entrepreneurship Law Clinic (hereinafter "ELC") was formed to help entrepreneurs and small businesses throughout the state start and run businesses. The goal was to help those businesses leverage their intellectual property to drive economic development in the state.
The results, however, were unexpected. To be sure, the ELC helped many entrepreneurs, but little of that aid involved intellectual property (IP), with the notable exception of trademark protection. The problem was not so much a lack of desire by + Forthcoming chapter, ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND This experience can be generalized. While IP is the new trick that will help an evolving economy grow, one must first teach the old dogs-and their young offspring. In this sense, the ELC's best clients may be the least expected: university professors and students. They are great clients not because of the business they bring to the clinic, but because of the symbiotic relationships innovative faculty and new college graduates and lawyers might forge early in their careers that will lead to a new IP-based business culture.
I. WEST VIRGINIA AS AN EVOLVING ECONOMY
West Virginia is an evolving economy, even if its residents are unaware of it. Indeed, a few of my former colleagues in West Virginia expressed surprise that I was discussing West Virginia in a "evolving economy" book. West Virginia has traditionally been a mining and manufacturing state, but that is changing-at least in part. The U.S. Mining appears to be a larger percentage of GDP now than in 1997. Employment wage data also shows that wages in mining have at least held steady in traditional mining, and have risen in oil and gas extraction. An increase in oil and gas represents a large portion of the increase in overall mining industry wages and GDP.
While these levels are perhaps lower than in the 1950s or even 1980s, this chapter is focused on the current evolution rather than the drop from the more distant past. To be sure, extraction is significantly down from historical peaks. Now, however, despite mechanization and modernization, West Virginia's evolution is not currently trending away from natural resource extraction as much as some might think. It may be that the transition in mining was mostly complete by the mid-1990s; this may be why some were surprised to hear that the economy is evolving.
The second industry worth consideration is information. While absolute GDP in information industries has grown somewhat, its percentage of total GDP has remained steady, which is a bit surprising given the technological boom of the last fifteen years. In Most of these prongs were implemented in the ordinary course of school business.
For example, we obtained grant funding for the Digital Entrepreneurship symposium, which was well attended and hosted scholars and practitioners from all over the country. Furthermore, the law school implemented an extensive externship program with its own director, and entrepreneurial externships were incorporated into that program.
The clinic, however, ran into some hiccups. Despite work during the first year, the grant proposal was considered too uncertain, but we were not deterred. However, one group of lawyers I did not meet was IP lawyers. I met a couple of lawyers working in IP, but they worked for big firms for big clients. The lack of IP lawyers in the state was quite apparent.
This shortage, I theorized, must have meant that there was a large population of burgeoning companies that would be unable to find representation. I believed that the 7 ELC would fill that void, providing IP services to entrepreneurs, among the other services provided. At the end of the summer, Benedum granted us sufficient funds to launch a pilot clinic, and we were able to test that theory beginning in the Fall of 2008.
III. CLIENTELE IN AN EVOLVING ECONOMY
As expected, there was no shortage of clients during the first two years at the clinic.
The ELC served forty-six and sixty clients respectively. However, surprisingly few of the clients required intellectual property services, despite our best efforts to find IP issues among client needs. The following Copyright. The copyright work was split between advice about the use of content created by others and protecting the clients' own creative work. The shortage of such work implies, quite simply, that there was little of either, and the entrepreneurs visiting the clinic were not involved in copyrightable creative expression.
Patent. Because the clinic was not supervised by registered patent attorneys, the work was limited to prior art searches that the client could then examine or deliver to a patent attorney to determine whether the expense of a patent filing was justified. The clinic did not provide such advice. The patent work was especially disconcerting for two reasons.
First, the lack of clients needing searches implied limited inventive activity. Second, the searches almost always yielded existing patents that were identical to the idea our client brought. This led to the unfortunate takeaway that the client would not only be barred from patenting, but also faced risk of lawsuit if it went forward with the business plan.
Trade Secret. There was almost no trade secret work, although many of the employment agreements included confidentiality provisions. This implies that the types of products and services being offered were self-revealing. If so, then protection by copyright and patent would have been more important-and the lack of such work implies that business ideas of ELC clients might have been easily duplicated if
successful. This result, of course, might be better for growth in an evolving economy.
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The type of IP work performed for ELC clients is a telling piece of the puzzle. The clients surely wanted IP services; the problem is that they did not need IP services. And they did not need IP services because they were not ready for them.
Instead, the typical entrepreneur had created simple mechanical products, performed services similar to many competitors, or otherwise did not create a new or unique business model or intellectual asset. This is not to fault our clients: they had great ideas, 
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Seek out university professors and students. Law school clinics are in a good position to both encourage and serve university professors and students. Professors and students starting businesses are more likely than most to develop intellectual assets. 15 This is especially true where the school provides a concentration in engineering and sciences.
Furthermore, some universities grant the right to exploit intellectual property back to professors. These professors and their companies can be the leading edge of technology growth in an area. Finally, academic relationships can be helpful even without startups.
Most students find employment at companies, many professors consult with business, and some professors even transition out of academia. Their experience with IP and IPbased legal services provided by clinics can help encourage the development of intellectual assets long after the clinic has stopped representation.
Partner with business schools and other strategic coaches. Clinics should partner with students at affiliated business schools to provide joint advice to startups. The ELC students did their best to provide general business advice where necessary, with varying results based on the students' own education and experience. Such efforts would be bolstered by others who are actively pursuing degrees in business planning and management. One of the biggest hurdles facing the ELC clients was the development of a business plan that would differentiate the business from competitors both locally and nationally. 16 Other groups in the area provided small business assistance, but in my
